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Affordable large-area nanotechnologies for enhancement of thin-film solar cells
Statement of the Problem: Photon management with nanostructures represents one of the most promising ways to further 
advances in performance of thin-film solar cells (TFSCs). During the last decade the idea of light-trapping in TFSCs was 
compromised by an amount of work which have not resulted in something practical. We are especially keen for amorphous-
silicon  TFSCs  for which light-traping structures (LTSs) should play the key role, because the optimal thickness of the active p-i-n 
structure (300-400 nm) is insufficient for the light absorption per one passage and the flexible implementation of the bottom 
electrode implied optical losses in it instead of a back reflector. Researchers  suggested hundreds of LTSs for such TFSCs, mostly 
based on plasmonic nanostructures. None of them were industrially adapted: either they are inefficient themselves, or worsen 
the photovoltaic operation, or, finally, their cost exceeds that of the TFSC, in contradiction with the insight of thin-film solar 
photovoltaics as cheap solar electricity. 

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: In our group we have found that the optimal photovoltaic layer in a-Si TFSCs (intrinsic 
a-Si) is sufficient for trapping the light via the so-called photonic nanojets (PNJ), formed by a void cavity or nanolens illuminated 
by a plane wave. The PNJ regime is broadband and its use in the novel LTSs is our governing idea. We have suggested and 
theoretically studied several types of LTSs suitable for a-Si TFSCs, based on regular lens and cavity arrays. We also found the 
needed regime in the arrays of microcones. 

Findings: We found affordable technologies for producing such arrays: self-assembly on silica spheres from colloids, atomic layer 
deposition of transparent conductive oxide, ion-beam etching,  optical interference lithography. Our experiments confirmed our 
theory. 

Conclusions & Significance: Our work may result in a technical breakthrough, revitalizing the industry of amorphous silicon 
solar cells on flexible substrates.

Figure 1: SEM image of one of our LTSs on two stages of fabrication: (a) – top    view of a sample covered by self-assempled colloidal nanoparticles, (
b) – side cross section after the deposition of one half of the 600-nm thick layer of the transparent electrode (Al-doped Zink Oxide)
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